And you can fusion, For inspiration, Come on, I'm waiting!
You say you want a revolution,
Well here it is, Fusion!

It’s a revolving evolver, that’s a problem solver.
Allowing agile leadership, to read off an empathetic script.
It’s like Madonna, getting into the groove of fusion,
A twelve step skill set desperately seeking a global local Susan.
Connection, challenging, creative,
Trust and live and let live.
A square mile that’s out of the box,
Because independent and clear thinking is the Key to free today’s
Gallieo’s from their locks!
Do you want The status quo
Or do you want in practice what we actually need to do and know.
Something that’s actually usable,
The moral compass & enlightenment that’s the right one direction.
Because you don’t know you’re ‘fusibile’
We all have these capabilities, they are born in you and me.
We all have greater possibilities, finding them sets us free.
Enabling the masses the opportunity to flourish.
Not just talking, but taking the steps with courage.
‘Lights, camera, Action’ As every film maker says
no one ever should spend 12 years a slave.
From the cradle to the grave
We need some yabba dabba doo time to move on from the stone
age.
An optimism to bridge the chasm and break the chain
The skills we need to live, learn, earn and gain.
The skills revolution is arriving faster than ever
We all need to get into the ring to think outside of the box clever.
Remember nowhere is out of reach, don’t accept denial.
You can even get into anywhere, just by wearing a towel,
And with an air of dramatic worry
Frantically walking on tip toes saying I’m so sorry I’m so sorry.
So to conclude
As Madonna would say, get into the Fusion Groove!
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